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all 5 previous global growth periods were
able to access cheap primary resources

?????



Four categories of primary raw 
materials

Construction minerals

Metal Ores & 
industrial minerals

Biomass

Fossil fuels



Resource Use & Decoupling

GDP increased 23-fold
Resource use 8-fold
Resource productivity by 1-2% pa



Long-term trends in resource use
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Average metabolic rates by development 
status and population density 



A hundred years of decline of resource 
prices 



Resource prices on the rise, recently



Declining Ore Grades



Three future scenarios for 2050
.



The concept of decoupling



Labour, materials & energy productivity

What should the resource productivity
Improvement be?



Sustainability-Oriented Innovation will be key

Resource 
Productivity
Resource 

Productivity



Decoupling, trade and development dynamics



Economic structure and trade



Material intensity of economies

will Africa find a 
resource efficient 
growth path?



Cities as innovation centers for decoupling

pop: from 6bn – 9bn in 2050
50% urbanized by 2007, next 3bn 
will be in African & Asian cities
large bulk of 60Gt of resources & 
500  Exajoules of energy 
consumed in cities
most of the economic recovery 
investments going into urban 
infrastructure
but what kinds of infrastructures? 
for what kinds of urban futures?
cities have always been the 
centers of innovation 
1000s of experiments already 
underway



Decoupling & the Green Economy

Decoupling is about shifting from debt-financed 
consumption (which is unsustainable) as the primary 
economic driver of our economies, to sustainability-
oriented investments in innovation as the primary 

economic driver of our economies. 

This unites the developed & developing world: 
way out of recession for developed economies 
key to poverty eradication in developing countries world - resource 
efficient growth rather elite rather than resource & energy intensive 
growth that often benefits mainly elites  

.


